// Client
Vortex Commercial
Flooring
25 W. Official Road
Addison, IL 60101

// Project
Law Firm

Changing The Way Products Are
Found, Selected, Managed And
Ordered.
CHALLENGE //
In an extremely competitive environment, delivering projects on-time, within budget, and of the highest
standards of quality are critical. Given that landscape, Vortex Commercial Flooring, a leading provider
of commercial flooring products, installation, maintenance and design consultation services, sought to
increase their customer base and market share by delivering against each of those goals. To achieve this
for a project involving a rapidly growing law firm, Vortex realized they needed to find innovative
partners and solutions to assist them in gathering all the necessary samples and documents for submittals
and closeout documents under a very tight schedule.

SOLUTION //
Under demanding timelines and cost constraints, Vortex chose PaletteApp and its patented technology to set
itself apart and deliver tremendous results for this project. Vortex leveraged PA’s Binder Tool and the largest
database of products and product data, specifications, warranties, installation instructions, maintenance
information and MSDS documents in the industry to deliver a successful project to an extremely satisfied
customer.
Prior to PA’s Binder Tool, ordering submittals and gathering documents was an entirely manual and timeconsuming process. PA’s Binder Tool allows architects, general contractors and subcontractors to create a
complete set of closeout documents in just minutes.

RESULT //
•
•
•
•
•

improved productivity on this project by 2-3 hours, Vortex anticipates a savings of 350-400 hours
over next 12 months
more flexibility with more binder options, such as a complete closeout binder, maintenance binder,
installation binder, etc.
end product is better matched to customers specific needs
trained our staff in under 30 minutes, it’s simple and easy to use
added any products that were on our project but not in their database in under 24 hours

Client Quote //
‘PaletteApp’s subcontractor program saved our company 2-3 hours in preparing the submittals and
documentation for this prestigious Chicago law firm. PA’s Binder Tool takes this mundane process off
of our hands!’
Kristy Burlingame, Vice President Vortex Commercial Flooring

// Project
High-Growth Technology Enabled Services Company

// Architect
Partners by Design
213 W. Institute Place
Chicago, IL 60610

// General Contractor
Skender Construction
200 W. Madison Street
Chicago, IL 6060

Changing The Way Products Are
Found, Selected, Managed And
Ordered.
CHALLENGE //
Faced with the challenge of accelerating their growth and activating a dynamic culture with a high-performance
and rapidly growing employee base, the leading technology-enabled services company addressing the U.S.
immigration market needed to quickly move into a new 30,000 square foot corporate headquarters.

SOLUTION //
This high-growth Chicago-based technology and services company required partners and solutions that would
allow them to address their challenge without sacrificing business momentum. By selecting to partner with firms
leveraging PaletteApp, they were able to leverage the world’s largest database of products and product data,
specifications, warranties, installation instructions, maintenance information and MSDS documents to achieve
their stated objectives. PaletteApp’s patented Binder Tool allows architects, general contractors and
subcontractors to create a complete set of closeout documents in just minutes.
Had they not aligned with partners using the most innovative and cost-effective solutions like PA’s Binder Tool,
ordering submittals and gathering documents would have been an entirely manual and time-consuming process –
costing them valuable time, increasing expenses, and distracting them from their core business.

RESULT //
•
•
•
•
•

Move into their new headquarters on-time and within the allotted budget
Supported their rapid growth and culture of transparency, collaboration, and customer success
Improved employee productivity and morale
Can now leverage increased flexibility with more binder options and access their project anywhere,
anytime, and on any device
End product is better matched to customers specific needs

Client Quote //
‘PaletteApp’s contractor program saved our company 30 hours on this project. I expect to save my team 240 hours
a year using PA’s program and it can save our firm almost 3,000 hours per year.’
Sr. Project Manager

